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EDITOR’S FOREWORD

elcome to the second issue
of DarkroomPro Magazine! It’s been a while since
our first effort, and there’s
been a lot of changes around
here based on your input – which we really
can’t thank you enough for. We’ve implemented
a host of new features which we hope will enhance your experience with our content, and keep you
coming back for
more.

For a video, you can pinch out to full screen
and do the reverse to return to the page.

First among the
improvements
is the fact that
you can view the
entire
magazine
in both horizontal
and
vertical
orientations! This
was the number one
request from our
readers, and we’re
very happy we’ve
been able to accommodate them. Secondly, you
don’t have to look for any DP branded icons to
know when the content is interactive or not. ALL
of the content is interactive. You may pinch and
zoom on any text or image to get a better view.
For photographs, simply double tap and wait
a second while the app zooms in to 100% and
loads the full resolution version of the image.
Where some photos are quite small in relation
to the text, they will load as full screen images
– just single tap to return to the original context.

This time around we have of course continued
our series on buying your first DSLR; have
a great interview with Jeremiah Armstrong
about the state of the photography business,
an exploration of visual tension, a review of
Nikon’s D5100; and much more. We’re hopeful
you’ll learn something within these pages which
may serve to improve your photographic life.

Of course, the most significant change is the fact
that we’re offering this issue of the magazine
for FREE. It’s our hope that this will bring a
wider audience to our publication, and help us
build a thriving community around it.
We think these enhancements provide for
a much more intuitive experience with the
magazine and hope you do too.
Ok, so with that said, let’s dive into the issue!

Finally, please be sure to ‘Like’ us on Facebook,
and follow us on Twitter – if we get enough
of a response on these social media sites, we
can attract advertisers, which will have a direct
impact on the price (or potential lack thereof)
of future issues. Every little bit helps! Enjoy.
Sincerely,
Ray Richards
Editor
twitter.com/DarkroomPro
facebook.com/DarkroomProMagazine
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY
Hipstamatic

The iPhone has been the go-to camera for many
who don’t wish to carry their DSLRs around with
them everywhere they go, as evidenced by the
plethora of photography apps available for the device. One of the best by far is Hipstamatic, which
allows you to select from a wide variety of classic analogue lens, film, and flash settings with a
simple swipe gesture.
Once you take a photograph, you can upload the
image to Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, or Flickr
automatically – or email directly to friends and
family. The latest version (225) enables software
control of the flash to achieve a variety of effects
not normally available on the iPhone and also offers a new HipstaPak lens, film, and body extension available for in-app purchase. Hipstamatic is
available from the iTunes app store for $1.99 USD,
with add-on HipstaPaks retailing at $0.99 each.

Nikon 1 Series Cameras

For those that want more than what a point-and-shoot or camera phone has to offer, but don’t
want to lug around a DSLR, Nikon’s J1 or V1 bodies might be just what the doctor ordered.
Featuring the tiny form factor of a point-and-shoot, while also boasting high-quality lens interchangeability, these bodies also house the fastest focusing engine Nikon (or anyone they
claim) has ever produced. Not only that, but they additionally capture images at a staggering
60 frames per second – another world’s best.
Targeted at those who don’t want the complexity and bulk of a DSLR but desire similar image quality, these units seek to make competitive inroads among those interested in the new
“four thirds” category pioneered by Olympus
and Kodak, while using a considerably larger 1
inch CX sensor. With dedicated compact lenses available in 10-30mm f/3.5-5.6, 30-110mm
f/3.8-5.6, 10mm f/2.8, and 10-100mm f/4.5-5.6,
Nikon also has made an adapter available which

enables the use of the company’s standard Fmount lenses.
Additionally featuring full 1080p digital
video capture, the J1/V1 differ in a number
of ways – the former being targeted at the
consumer level while the latter, the enthusiast.
Differences include electronic viewfinder,
double the resolution on the LCD, longer
battery life, and mechanical shutter option
on the V1. With an MSRP of $649.95 and
$899.95 respectively, Nikon’s J1 and V1 are certain to raise an eyebrow at these pricing levels
– especially when you take into account the cost of the lenses which range from $259 through
$779; however, for many, Nikon is betting these bodies will satisfy a niche market that just
want great pictures without the fuss of learning the arcana of DSLR photography.

Lens Mugs

The perfect gift for any photography enthusiast,
these mugs are certain to please. Built to replicate
both Canon and Nikon lenses in minute detail,
these mugs and thermoses range in price from
$39.99 to $159.99 for a complete set. So if you
need a morning coffee to help you focus, enjoy
your next ‘Cup ‘a Jo’ in style and pick up a lens
mug from Canonmugs.com.
Note: Click on any product
heading to visit the web site

Simplis DSLR Mounts

Anyone who has attempted to create production
quality video from a DSLR will be aware
of a number of
issues that present
themselves during
the
shooting
process
which
render the effort

considerably more difficult than it needs to be.
First among these difficulties is the fact that
you are not able to use the viewfinder while
shooting, and are therefore reliant on an LCD
which is often less than ideal, particularly in
bright sunlight. Secondly, video often requires
a level of stability not available in a handheld scenario, and mobility not addressed by
standard tripods or monopods.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
Enter Cinevate’s Simplis line of DSLR
rigs. Designed in a modular fashion which
enables growth within the system, Cinevate
offers a variety of shoulder stocks, grips, and
the Cyclops viewfinder, which are designed
to allow filmmakers to squeeze the most out
of their DSLR video capabilities. If you’re serious about your movie making, you should
definitely check out Cinevate’s product line.
Retailing at $689.98 for the Simplis Solo and
ranging to $1749.98 USD for the Ultimate,
the company provides a wide variety of options for the discerning videographer.

Nik Color EFEX Pro

you to enhance the creativity and quality of your
images. With 8 brand new (Dark Contrasts,
Detail Extractor, Film Efex: (Faded, Nostalgia,
Vintage), Levels & Curves, Image Borders, and
Vignette: Lens), as well as
10 updated filters, this collection just keeps getting
better and better. Highly
recommended at $99.95
for a core set of 26 filters,
or $199.95 for all 55.

Stop Motion
Studio

iPhone/iPad app Stop
Motion Studio! With support for 16:9 HD movies,
the application features
automatic capture utilizing either a timed interval, or manual frame-byframe functionality. With a handy grid overlay
allowing you to precisely gauge the difference
between frames, front and back camera access,
focus control, and with built-in AirPlay and

World renowned Photoshop and Lightroom
filter creators, Nik Software, have just released
their latest incarnation of Color EFEX Pro – now
at version 4 – to photography enthusiasts everywhere.
Featuring 55 different filters
capable of producing a stunning array of professional
photographic effects, this
plugin will definitely enable

South Park creators Matt
Stone and Trey Parker certainly cashed in on their
original stop-motion construction paper cut out Christmas video...
maybe you can duplicate their success! Ok, well
maybe not, but it’s sure a lot of fun trying – and
it couldn’t be easier than with Cateater’s new

sharing on Youtube, Facebook, and email, your
cool creations are sure to be a hit with friends
and family. Available for $0.99 on iTunes.

Camera Phone Lenses
For those looking to add a little ‘zazz to their
iPhone images, why not check out Photojojo’s collection of magnetic lenses? Available in
0.68x wide with macro, 2x telephoto, and 180
degree fisheye flavours, these lenses will definitely spice up your mobile photography. Also
included with each are front and rear lens caps
to prevent otherwise the inevitable scratches as
these bounce around in your pocket. Retailing
at $20 for the wide/macro and telephoto, and
$25 for the fisheye, the better deal by far is to get
all three for $49. Makes a great combo with the
Hipstamatic app as described earlier!

Lowepro Lens Exchange
Case 200 AW

Any street photographer or photojournalist
knows what a pain it can be to safely swap lenses while on the go in a non-studio environment.
Lowepro’s latest addition to it’s innovative Street
and Field system is the Lens Exchange Case
200 AW, which features an expanding 2 pocket,

waist-mounted case,which collapses into a single pocket form factor after the lens exchange
has been made. Simply open the top to reveal 2 internal chambers, each capable of handling
a 70-200mm lens, place the old lens in the empty compartment, grab the new lens, affix it to
your camera, and collapse the case to the size of a single lens by closing it. Genius! Retailing for
around $40 USD, you can’t go wrong with this inexpensive, gear-saving gadget.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY

FRESH
FACES
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Double tap and rotate
horizontal to see image
full screen.

Double tap and rotate
horizontal to see image
full screen.

Double tap and rotate
horizontal to see image
full screen.

First Impressions
The company was kind enough to send us the
full kit, including the 16.2 megapixel camera
featuring full 1080p HD video, and accompanying 18-55mm f/3.5~5.6G VR lens. Upon
opening the box, we were greeted by what has
become pretty much expected in terms of form
factor for a consumer level DSLR: compact size,
rugged plastic and rubber construction, and
primary controls including a variety of canned
exposure settings in the form of scene modes,
and effects such as selective colour, silhouette,
high-key, low-key, and so on. No surprises there.
What was immediately obvious as new over
its predecessor the D5000, was the addition of
a lever beneath the mode dial which shifts the
user into Live View mode upon activation, borrowed from the D3100. We found this a very
intuitive addition and would expect to see it
make its way into future designs. What would

GEAR GUID
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ast issue, we reviewed Nikon’s full-featured intermediate DSLR, the D7000;
this time around we take a look at its
new baby brother, the D5100.

make this even more effective would be to incorporate it into a body which allowed for viewing video through the lens instead of having it
displayed on the rear LCD. If you are going to
have to look away from the viewfinder anyway,
a standard button on the back of the camera to
activate Live View isn’t that much more difficult
to navigate than a lever. If shifting between still
photography and video while looking through
the viewfinder however, this addition would be
welcome indeed.
Speaking of the screen, again we expect great
things from Nikon, and they seldom fail to deliver. The 3 inch, 920,000 dot (wow!), 180 degree
tilt and swivelling LCD is bright, well organized,
and automatically shifts display orientation depending on whether you are holding the camera
in portrait or landscape mode. We were a little
confused at first when we found two separate
buttons (both the ‘i’ and the ‘info’) activated the
display.
It turned out the former allowed you to not only
view, but edit the settings with a second press of
the button, while the latter was more for Live

View mode, and allowed you to display three
separate screens: grid, uncluttered, and shot
info – handy.
The feel of the camera is again standard fare for
Nikon’s consumer line: lightweight, ergonomically sound, with straight-forward control layout, and lots of hand-holding features for the
novice. The buttons themselves are all one size:
small. We found this a little hard to get used to
as our reviewers have large hands and are more
accustomed to Nikon’s pro bodies; however, after a few hours of experience, the initial difficulties became less problematic.

Kit Lens
While the price of the complete kit is certainly
attractive, we really wouldn’t bother with the
kit lens if you are at all serious about improving your photography. It will deliver acceptable wide angle and short range portraits when
paired with the cropped sensor included in the
D5100; however, don’t expect
magic. Your money is much
better spent on a fast prime
lens like the 50mm f/1.4
or 1.8. These lenses are
reasonably priced (especially the 1.8) and
will last you a lifetime.
And really Nikon?
Do we really need VR
in an 18~50mm lens
when paired with a
camera that handles
high ISO settings with
ease? I’d have much
rather seen better optics in a kit lens than
the vibration reduction Nikon seems to be
including in every new
model.

The focal length of the kit zoom isn’t particularly versatile either; and at the long end where
you’ll find yourself using it a lot, f/5.6 is pretty
limiting. At the wide end, there is also a significant amount of barrel distortion, which is
nicely cleaned up in RAW processors such as
Adobe Lightroom however. If you are willing to
sacrifice aperture for zoom/portability, you really should take a look at the Nikon 18-200mm
which shares the same variable aperture characteristics and yet has an extremely useful focal
range. Mind you, at $799.99 USD, it may well be
more than you’re looking to spend to pair with
an entry-level DSLR.

Still Photography
The purpose for most when buying a new camera is to enable the capture great still imagery
with good colour fidelity and clarity. While the
16.2 MP sensor included in the D5100 shares
its heritage with the D7000, the accompanying
autofocus system is worlds apart.
With 11 focus points, with
only one cross type sensor, the camera doesn’t
hold a candle to its older brother with 39 and
9 respectively. In our
initial tests shooting
moving subjects, we
had real difficulties
in nailing the focus
at wide apertures.
While the focus was
often close, it failed
more often than not
in achieving critically sharp images at the
point in the scene we
had selected. With
slowly moving or stationary subjects, the
camera fared better, and
for most folks just getting their

feet wet with a DSLR, the focus system would
seem adequate.
Also, while on the topic of autofocus, it should
be mentioned that the D5100 does not include a built-in motor, which will limit the
types of lenses you may use to AF-S types
and rules out many older AF models
from Nikon’s extensive lineup...
unless you wish to use manual
focus.
Colours are rendered slightly
saturated; and this is probably
Nikon’s decision due to a large
portion of the entry-level DSLR
market being composed of new
parents. Kids look great in vibrant
hues, and novice DSLR owners
generally want their colours to really
pop. This desire however generally wears
off after a while as photographers gain more experience.

“ Full 1080p video at 30 frames
per second bests the D7000”

Like the D7000,
high ISO performance is excellent, with visually pleasing
monochromatic noise in the shadows and low
levels of colour noise. The camera even includes
a ‘Night Vision’ setting which puts the camera
in greyscale mode at high ISO, permitting both
very low light still images and video at a surprising level of quality for such an inexpensive unit.
This feature however is again somewhat limited
given the camera’s tendency to frequently hunt
for focus in low light situations.

Video Performance
Capturing full 1080p video at 30 frames per
second, the D5100 bests the D7000 in that the

latter will only
do 24 fps. Additionally, the articulated screen swivels out
to the side instead of downwards as is the case
with the D5000. This may seem like a small detail, until you attempt to get the full range of
motion out of your screen while your camera
is mounted on a tripod – then the reasoning
behind this design change becomes apparent...
nice job Nikon.
Video quality is quite decent, with no discernible hiccups other than the focus issues mentioned earlier. That is to say, capture is very
smooth until you enter one of the many effects
settings which creates considerable stutter and

lag in Live View, making it sometimes difficult
to frame your intended subject. That being said
however, there are some rather cool effects included such as the miniature mode as demonstrated in the video below which makes them
well worth exploration.

D5100 Miniature Video

The camera also features inputs for a microphone, GPS unit, outputs for HDMI, as well
as a USB interface. The addition of the microphone input is definitely welcome, as the builtin unit, though improved, is quite sensitive to
wind noise and is less than ideal in terms of
audio capture; however for most situations it is
certainly adequate.

Conclusion
So is the D5100 the right camera for those looking to make the leap between point-and-shoot
and DSLR? Granted the unit is priced right,
ticks off a lot of boxes in the desired features
column, and is definitely easy to gain proficiency with for the novice. The manual is extremely
good and introduces a lot of core concepts in
plain language with excellent illustrations. On
the other hand, the limitations inherent in the
body may become more glaringly apparent as
the neophyte photographer subsequently advances in their knowledge and ability.

Nikon D5100
Nikkor 70-200mm
F/2.8 @ 1/400
ISO 100

We captured this little
boy while testing the
d5100 as he discovered
a starfish in Nanaimo
British columbia.

If price is a primary consideration, then we’d
definitely say that the D5100 is a lot of camera
for the money; and you will likely be fairly happy with the results you can achieve with it. If
however, you can afford to spend a little more,
we’d strongly recommend the D7000 over this
body; as it will serve you well for many years to
come and provide a much better learning platform – with room to grow into. I am reminded
of the old saying “It is always better to spend a
little more than you had planned, than a little
less than you should.” This sentiment certainly
resonates with us in this case.
Dp

Digtal
Darkroom
Datacolor Delivers
As we discussed in our feature article on colour
management, correct calibration of your gear
will not only save you money on wasted ink and
paper, but considerable sums in Aspirin expenditure as your headaches related to producing
colour-accurate images across mediums will be
significantly lessened.
Now, while most colour calibration kits are solely aimed at the
monitor, Datacolor has closed the
loop by including both an excellent
colorimeter to ensure accuracy on
your display, and spectrophotometer which profiles your printer’s
output in their Spyder3Studio SR
package. The combined effect of
having both profiles certainly results in much better colour fidelity
through the entire creative process
– ensuring your desired output is
realized on-screen and in print.

The company was kind enough to ship us a unit
to evaluate for the magazine, and we were determined to put it through its paces to see how it
stacked up against other packages we have tried
in past. Upon receipt, our immediate reaction
was one of surprise – the packaging was both
excellent and unexpected. Arriving in a tough
sliver metal flight case, the interior is soft foam
which does an excellent job of protecting the
components housed within. However,

as you can’t judge a book by its cover, we decided to dive right in and see how it fared in the
real world.
The quick start manual suggested we calibrate
our monitor first; so we selected a full spectrum
30” Dell running at 2560x1600 for the evaluation. Additionally, they recommend that your
display has been powered up for at least 30
minutes without going into power save mode...
which is never a problem around here.
As we mentioned in the Show Your True Colours article, when calibrating your equipment,
you want to be in a room where lighting conditions are both constant and comfortable... this
means either no windows, or you work at night.
Personally, as my office overlooks the ocean and
mountains I choose to do all my processing in
the evenings. I know – life is cruel sometimes!

On With the Show
So into the DVD drive went the software, and
after the usual warnings from Windows 7, we
were presented with a menu whereupon it became apparent that there were two separate installation programs: one for each device. Not a
big deal we figured – though a serial install in
one process would seem to make more sense.
What was a big deal is that the installer, without
asking our permission, immediately deposited
two icons on our desktop, which frankly are
about as welcome there as the variety of deposits
dogs leave upon your lawn. Sorry – it’s a big pet
peeve. Among unwelcome desktop icons, start
menu cruft, quick start icons, unnecessary task
tray items, ‘helper’ startup tasks, and software
that doesn’t really uninstall when you request
its removal, our irritation is pretty evenly split. I
don’t know; perhaps we drink too much coffee.

“Lighting
conditions
should be both
constant and
comfortable...”

A

nyway, those were quickly dispensed
with and we plugged the Spyder 3
Elite into the USB port for its first
trial run.

The Quick Start manual instructed us to now
‘Launch the Spyder 3 software and follow the
instructions’. Ok, great. There were two icons on
my desktop which were labeled Spyder 3, and
three programs in my start menu with the same
naming convention. Oh well, we figured we’d
just select the first one of the icons that it had installed (and we had subsequently deleted) from
our desktop: Spyder 3 Studio SR. That seemed
to do the trick as we were now presented with
a menu asking us whether we wanted to calibrate our monitor, printer, or to learn how to
use the handy Spyder Cube that ships with the
kit – more on that later.
The software asks what kind of controls are
available to you to adjust the settings on your
display, and then makes recommendations as to
what profile you should calibrate for. You may
override the defaults if you wish; however we
decided to just go with them to see what kind
of job it would do. Our Dell monitor unfortunately has one of the worst on screen menu systems we have ever seen – and while there are
several presets which obviously correspond to

a specific colour temperature, we have no idea
what those were as they were identified by such
meaningless names as Desktop, Multimedia,
Game, Warm, Cool, etc. As a result, we were
forced to adjust the RGB sliders manually which
is a bit of a tedious affair, though ultimately can
provide the most accurate settings.
After running the calibration at a default setting
of 6500 kelvin, things did indeed look better, but
still not quite right. We decided to do the calibration again, this time selecting the option to
measure the ambient light of the room and take
that into account. The software now suggested
we use 5800 as a colour temperature target; and
going through a slightly more involved ordeal
than the default, resulted in considerably better
accuracy.
At the end of the process, the application shows
you a series of photographs which you may view
in before and after calibration modes so you
can immediately discern the difference – very
handy to ensure things are looking their best.

Print Perfection
Now for the next stage: printer calibration.
When you make this selection in the Studio
software, the menu changes to give you the

option of learning about colour management,
or forging ahead with the calibration process.
We highly recommend you read the tutorial
first, as it will give you invaluable instructions
including such things as turning off all colour
management before you print your test targets...
though for some this may prove hard to do as
they may be unfamiliar with the arcane details
of their particular printer driver.
Speaking of test targets, this is the first thing
done when proceeding down the calibration
path. You identify the characteristics of your
printer to the software, then select from several target options which print anywhere from 2
to 9 pages of colour swatches for you to subsequently measure with your new meter.
We accepted the software’s recommendation and printed the EZ High Quality Target
which contained 225 swatches on two pages.
After allowing at least a half an hour to dry,
the application asks you to place the unit in its
base to measure the white point, then you click
the button swipe the unit across each row of
swatches, listening for the audible click which
informs you that you may move on to the next.
At the end of each row there’s a bell sound that
let’s you know everything went ok and telling
you to proceed to the next. The entire process
took about 3 minutes, and again at the end, we
were presented with the same series of images you could now print and compare to their
on-screen versions.
We went ahead and did this, finding the colour
pretty much exactly how we expected it: perfect.
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Totally Cubular!
Finally the package comes with a great little gadget to help you nail white balance and exposure
in all your post processing endeavours. It’s a
little cube that features neutral grey, true black,
and white surfaces, as well as a small chrome
sphere on top to assist in measuring highlights.
All you do is shoot the cube in the same scene
with your subject in one image, then use that
as a reference for proper white balance as well
as white and black points for exposure in the
rest. What could be easier? Just a few clicks
in Photoshop and everything looks just like it
should – no fuss, no muss.

Conclusion
Aside from some minor consternation and irritation in the software installation process, we
are extremely pleased with Datacolor’s Spyder3Studio SR results; and that’s what really counts.
The units are well designed, packaged, and just
work. You won’t regret picking one up for around
$400 USD, and over time it will pay for itself in
saved consumables, and fewer stress days!

PHOTOPRENEUR

An Interview with
Jeremiah Armstrong

S

o Jeremiah, perhaps you can start
us off by telling us a little about
Armstrong Creative, what the company markets itself as being, and
what kind of clients you cater to.

regarding them. For example, for my client DBF
[New York Fashion], I am consulting around
their use and application of photographic images
in their communications collateral and how to
improve their approach to their imaging budget.

Jeremiah: Armstrong Creative is basically
an umbrella for my creativity – whether that
be in the field of photography, design, communications and so on. Clients I cater to
are mostly those involved in heavy industry, commercial clients, larger corporate clients from New York to Vancouver. Some are
major forestry companies, fashion houses...

DarkroomPro: I see; so how long is it that
you’ve been a pro in the creative industry?

I guess the real key for Armstrong Creative is
regardless of what avenue I am following in my
business or whatever I am doing, everything
revolves around the photographic image. So
I may not necessarily be taking photographs
for a client, but I may be in a consultative role

Jeremiah: I would say I’ve been in the industry
for what – 15 years?...
DarkroomPro: And would you say the bulk
of that experience has been photographic?
Jeremiah: Yes, the majority has.
DarkroomPro: Ok, so what would you say
best characterizes your style as a photographer?
Jeremiah: Documentary. I have a strong belief that what you can imagine you can find in
existence in reality; or you can create the

conditions for. So even if say I was
doing a fashion shoot, I would look
to create the environment in which
I wanted to shoot, and then step into
that environment and document
what was going on.
DarkroomPro: I see... so it’s a bit of
structured reality?
Jeremiah: Structuring reality to get
the end result that the client or I desire creatively.
DarkroomPro: So you say you’ve
been working in the industry for
about 15 years – I think it’s safe to say
that it’s undergone significant changes over that period. What would you
say the most striking differences are?
Jeremiah: Well obviously, I started
my training in film, in the darkroom
– like all of us did of our generation –
shooting black and whites, developing and printing by hand. Digital at
that point wasn’t even on most people’s radar. That is the massive difference: the switch to a digital medium.
One of the sort of costly things in that
transition for me was not recognizing early on that digital was a completely different medium than film,
and once I finally made that transi-

tion in my mind and accepted that in actuality I was doing photography, but I really wasn’t
shooting in the same medium I’d been trained
in, and I started to work within the confines and
possibilities afforded me by digital, my photography again blossomed.

Jeremiah: I would say it was costly to me because I didn’t recognize the reality of digital, so
the transition was far more painful economically and creatively than it needed to be. Working
in a digital world still using an analogue creative flow...

DarkroomPro: You mentioned it was costly...
how so?

DarkroomPro: So your mindset was not ones
and zeros...

Jeremiah: No, it was not 1s and 0s... it was analogue; it was silver halide; it was those types of
things I’d been trained in when I was a photographer in the US Navy, when I went to school
for journalism, and when I went to school for
photography in Vancouver. I just wasn’t able to
switch my mind over to digital quickly enough.
DarkroomPro: Well I’d say you were in the
same boat as the majority of photographers
of that generation. It’s a huge change – not
only in the equipment you use, but how has
the shift to digital affected your business?
Jeremiah: It has on so many levels: access to
work for example. You know when I first started
out in the business, there was a lot more money on the table; there were larger budgets. You
know, the economy was doing well at the time,
but I think also people in the analogue world
were used to paying top dollar for quality images. One of things the digital revolution did (and

this was not necessary in my opinion) is that
it devalued the photographer’s work in people’s
minds. So before, there was an acceptance of
the photographer as a skilled, knowledgeable
professional, and being one was something that
if you wanted to do even in an amateur capacity, you really could not access significant depth
of craft without a lot of training and work.
In the digital world, while I believe that
is still the reality, people’s mindset is
such that they think “well I have a digital camera, so I must be a photographer”.
DarkroomPro: Well I actually wanted to
talk to you a little about that – what do you
think about the state of photography as an
art-form these days? I mean everyone seems
to think they’re Michelangelo because they
happen to own a paint brush... how does
that affect the perception of the medium?

Jeremiah: I think it degrades and devalues the
work. I think people, one because of the volume of images people make, people don’t pause
to actually view images. I mean the amount of
time you actually take to view a single image is
significantly diminished because your brain has
to go through that process many many times a
day. If you think about sitting down... well, let’s
take an example of pre-digital, how many of your
friend’s photos did you go through every day?
DarkroomPro: Probably zero.
Jeremiah: That’s right – probably none. You
might, once in a while, be at a friend’s house
and they’d get out their family albums and show
you the bad pictures of their kid, right? Well in
the digital world, that’s in your face constantly.
You sit down in the morning to check your
Facebook, and you’re looking at pictures of
your friend’s kids. And the volume, the background noise, the back-scatter of digital images
is so incredibly intense that people don’t take
time to look at them and to view them for their
quality, or nuance, or the style... you know, it’s
a glance and then move on, because they have
a thousand other crappy images to look at.
DarkroomPro: So you think the old economic formula about scarcity leading to an enhanced perception of value figures into that
equation? I mean just because we’re dealing
with so much volume of content, that there’s
a perception of less value in the medium?
Jeremiah: Well yeah, exactly! There is less value
inherent in an image today; and they’re flying
by you at suchWW high speed, your brain is
not trained to stop and appreciate each one with
something more than a quick glance. So I think
definitely the volume devalues the art-form.
DarkroomPro: I see; and I suppose that
also translates into the economics of the situation for the professional photographer.
Jeremiah: Definitely. As I said to you previously,

10 or 15 years ago there were budgets to be
had... budgets for annual reports, budgets for
photo shoots, communication projects and
so on. I really don’t see those budgets existing to a large extent anymore for a number
of reasons. One, the volume of really cheaply
priced, decent quality stock imagery on one
end. On the lower end, is the fact that everybody is their own photographer; and added to
that are all the people that masquerade as professionals. You know, they get their thousand
dollar DSLR from Nikon or Canon, they get a
couple of mediocre lenses and a flash unit, and
they think they are now a professional photographer and will advertise themselves as such.
So basically you have a bunch of small fish picking off the small-budget jobs that, you know,
may have filled in for you previously between
the larger contracts. Those $1000 or $500 jobs
are not there anymore because somebody else
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is willing to do it for $150. Now, they’re not going to put the time or the effort, or the knowledge, or the skill that you as a professional photographer would, but they’re going to produce
something of reasonable quality and again, the
skill level that is required is diminished as the
client base is willing to accept lower quality
product because that has just become the norm.
DarkroomPro: So you think that the ubiquity
of digital imagery has bred a culture of “good
enough”?
Jeremiah: Yep, “That’s good enough”. If you
think about – let’s use video as an example –
everyone has a video camera now and they’re
posting to Youtube. Look at the quality of 95%
of the stuff posted there; it’s crap... but people
watch it. They get used to consuming lowquality, low-value product; so that becomes

the norm. There’s not the same demand for the
refined, creative talent, and the creative palette of the trained, professional photographer.
DarkroomPro: Well I think you see that same
kind of attitude with the acceptance of sub-standard product straddling different areas of employment – even journalism for example. You
see people on CNN reporting on cellphone videos all the time, and that’s just fine apparently.
Jeremiah: Yes, so I mean it does have some
communication value. For example in the Arab
Spring, you can see the power of the cellphone
image – but as far as dumbing down the quality goes, I believe it definitely has that impact.
DarkroomPro: Well, would you not think that
it is also incumbent upon the journalists in this
example – people that are there to accurately
document the situation, be it a photographer or
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someone who’s working in the printed form –
to produce the best work that they possibly can
in order to preserve a correct historical record?

DarkroomPro: Well I think that’s fairly evident
looking at the content people are consuming
on a daily basis; and I think as a culture we’re
poorer for it. But, getting back to the business
end of things, how have you adapted to succeed in this new environment?

Jeremiah: Well I believe it’s incumbent on them
to do that; but, you know we all need to make
a living. Right? So if your pay
for that job that’s done well is “They’re just not Jeremiah: Well, you know I have
not equivalent to the time you getting the jobs always, throughout my career, I
invest, that’s a bad economic through the door have always done things other
than photography. You know,
model for you. You’re not goanymore”
I see people that you would
ing to make a living. So people
consider successful commeraren’t willing to pay you for
the $1000 dollars or the $10,000 worth of work, cial photographers, and I see them advertising
and they’re only willing to pay you for $500 things like workshops, and 101 lessons, and baworth of work... well you definitely aren’t go- sically going after the prosumer wannabe maring to be doing the $10,000 job for $500 bucks. ket. What that tells me is that they’re not getting
You know, so you get that out of the way and the jobs through the door anymore that were
you go on to the next one. So with that speed driving their commercial business in the preof production.... must produce, must produce, ceding years; because if they were, they wouldn’t
must produce... the time for creative thought be doing that. They wouldn’t be hustling, you
and reflection is removed from the process. know, wedding seminars and stuff like that...

DarkroomPro: And essentially generating
competitors by doing so.
Jeremiah: Yeah! So as I said, my business revolves around the still image. There’s no doubt
that it informs all of the work I do. With the web
design I do for example, you’ll see that my designs are a frame for great photography. If you
see the print stuff that I’ve done – same thing. So
basically it’s becoming less and less a photography job, and more and more about the fact that
it’s a part of the package that I offer to clients.
DarkroomPro: Now did you envision yourself getting into all these other avenues when
you first embarked on your creative venture?
Jeremiah: No, I did not. My career in photography really sort of moves with the decline of photography as a profession. You know, I don’t think
photography has ever been a really easy profession to be involved in – especially the creative
end. It’s always been highly competitive, and
something you have to work hard at to succeed.
Also for me, being involved in other creative
ventures while using my photography tools to
support and integrate into those ventures, allows
me to protect the creativity of my photography.
DarkroomPro: How so?
Jeremiah: Well, imagine I’m doing a communications package for a client right?
DarkroomPro: Ok...
Jeremiah: So, branding, web, and so on, and
they need some photography to go along with
that right? Typically if you’re a photographer,
you would be hired by the art director or the
designer who’s doing that job and then you’d
be responsive to that designer or creative director’s vision. So you’d essentially be pushing the creative button for them. So the photography you created for them would then be
informed by their creative ideas and desires.
DarkroomPro: Ok, so in essence, what

you’re saying is that you’re able to maintain
the integrity of what it is your initial vision
was, because you’re conducting the whole
process from inception through delivery.
Jeremiah: Exactly. So the photography becomes
part of the creative vision for the overall deliverable, and it allows me then to – obviously with
input from the client – work with and provide
the style and the type of photography that I like
to shoot.
DarkroomPro: Ok. So, we’ve talked about
the changes digital has had on the photographic profession; what do you think of
the overall health of the industry? What advice would you give young aspiring photographers who are thinking of going pro?
Jeremiah: Ah... the health of the profession... on
life support? [laughing] To be honest with you, I
mean, as a professional photographer, my advice
to a young person studying photography would
be to find some other way to make a living! I’d
pursue your photography as your art. However,
if this is your chosen profession... “I’m going
to be a photographer” and you’re sure on that,
then I strongly suggest that you focus on developing your own personal style – something that
sets you apart from the pack, and be prepared
to work really hard for not very much reward.
DarkroomPro: Well, ok... what’s the good news?
– what excites you about being a photographer
these days? We’ve heard the gloom and doom,
what’s the opposite side of the coin? Surely there’s
something that keeps you doing it day after day...
Jeremiah: Love and a passion for creating
images... and for the power that those images can communicate. So, articulating my
vision through the photographic medium.
DarkroomPro: So essentially the thing that
got you into photography in the first place sustains you in your pursuit of it as a profession.
Jeremiah: Definitely. You know if you’re looking

to do photography as a business, for the sake of doing
business, it’s a really poor
choice. If you want to do
photography because you’re
passionate about it and you
love making images, study it,
love it, and understand it. Immerse yourself in the knowledge and the creative processes and the vision of the people
that came long before you.
DarkroomPro: So, to take
cues from the greats, and
in so doing, over time, create your own style are
your two major points?
Jeremiah: Well I would say
it’s important to inform yourself about photography from
the analogue age. To understand the iconic images
of great photographers like
Henri Cartier-Bresson, like
Ansel Adams – any of the notables from that era – because
their composition, their style,
and the way they approach
their art informs everything
you’ve seen up until today.
So look at the past masters;
don’t just concentrate on
this fluff-filled digital world.
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Taking the Plunge

BUYING
YOUR FIRST

DSLR

L

ast issue, we began our exploration
of the DSLR world by outlining some
basic facts required to make an informed decision regarding your first
camera purchase. We discovered
megapixel count isn’t particularly important,
RAW format availability on your camera is, and
discussed various desirable lens attributes –
noting that generally the unit offered as part of
a camera kit possesses few of these.
This time around, we’ll continue our examination with an in-depth assessment of key elements to look for when making a selection
from among the often dizzying array of available models.

Process of Elimination
Given this enormous assortment, one of the
easiest ways to cull your list of purchase candidates is to eliminate models from all manufacturers save two: Nikon and Canon. Why? There
are many reasons, but perhaps the most compelling relates to lenses.
If you recall, last month we discovered that
while camera bodies come and go, lenses are
forever – generally retaining their overall utility
and much of their resale value. So why does that

matter? Well, for starters, if you find you get serious about your new hobby, you’ll want to have
access to the widest range of top-quality lenses
that your camera can accommodate. Nikon and
Canon have each been in business for nearly a
century (Nikon founded 1917, Canon in 1937)
and take pains to ensure backward compatibility in their new bodies with their legacy lens
line-up, meaning you’ll have a selection of literally hundreds of compatible lenses.
If, on the other hand, you’ve purchased another
brand of camera and find yourself ultimately
limited in your photographic pursuits due to
the availability of gear, you’ll discover that having made a significant financial investment in
one brand, it’s often difficult to abandon it in
favour of another.
Ask any professional photographer what make
of DSLR they use and invariably they’ll reply
with one of these two brands. Lens selection is
certainly one of the reasons for this, but beyond
that fact, while the entry-level and intermediate field is jam-packed with competitors, there
are far fewer manufacturers that address the
hardware needs of the professional – Nikon and
Canon being preeminent among them.

So, in selecting a first DSLR from either of these
companies, you’ll have a clear progression from
novice to professional in terms of equipment,
without having to abandon your old gear.

Non-Essential Features
Now that we’ve covered some primary purchase
considerations, it’s time to delve into what specifics to look for when evaluating an individual
camera.
Aside from megapixels, two features often touted as significant by
camera manufacturers would be scene
modes (e.g Sports,
Kids, Landscape
etc.) and built-in
image editing. If
you use these as
factors in making a
purchase decision,
you are doing yourself a disservice.
On-board image
editing is pretty
useless for the majority of applications. Does
it make more sense to use a
canned effect in-camera and judge its rendering
on the tiny LCD screen provided, or, given you
are going to be processing the RAW file on your
PC anyway, make editing decisions in an environment where you can properly see the photo
at 1:1 scale? I think everyone can agree the latter is preferable.
Secondly, are you not buying a DSLR to give
you more creative freedom and better image
quality? Why then would you want the camera
to make important artistic choices for you by
selecting a scene mode? The only modes one
really needs on a camera are Aperture Priority,
Shutter Priority, and Manual Mode.

Major Modes
Aperture Priority allows the photographer to
select a particular f-stop in order to achieve
a desired depth of field, while the on-board
computer automatically selects the appropriate
shutter speed to maintain a correct exposure.
This is the most frequently used mode for the
majority of photographers given it provides
the highest degree of artistic control over the
resultant image while still gaining
significant benefit in terms
automated exposure
management by
virtue of camera
selected shutter
speed.
Shutter Priority
is the opposite
of
Aperture
P r i o r i t y
in that the
ph oto g r aph e r
controls
the
shutter
speed
while the camera
decides what the
appropriate aperture would be to achieve
an accurate exposure.
This mode is most often used by sports and
bird photographers who want to ensure they
are able to freeze the action in a frame without
any motion blur... or to perhaps introduce blur
depending on their artistic vision for the shot.
Manual Mode, as the name implies, gives
complete control to the photographer for
setting both shutter speed and aperture. This
mode is most commonly used in flash photography, night shoots, studio work, and situations
where the lighting conditions (e.g. extremes in
dynamic range) are fooling the camera’s built-in
meter and resulting in an inaccurate depiction
of the scene.

What’s Really Important
Some specifics to look for which are important
include things that may not be initially obvious,
such as viewfinder coverage. This may come as
a surprise, but the majority of consumer and
prosumer level camera bodies do not show the
entirety of the scene they are capturing in their
viewfinders. This results in photographers capturing extraneous details in their images and
making it difficult to frame the shot correctly
without having to crop the file in post. Look for
a camera that has decent viewfinder coverage –
at the very least 95%, though higher is better.
Good body ergonomics are key to any purchase decision – how well the camera fits in
your hand, how easily you can reach the primary controls, and how readily you can access
the most commonly used functions. If you often find yourself buried in on-screen menus
trying to set your camera to a particular mode
of operation, you’ll be missing shots. The vast
majority of the most frequently used options
should be accessible from the camera body itself
without having to access any on-screen menu
whatsoever. Your fingers should be able to find
the majority of these without the assistance of
your eyes as you look through the viewfinder.
Add to this the availability of a vertical grip for

taking portrait oriented shots without going
into contortions and you’ve got your ergonomic
concerns covered.
Another often overlooked specification is battery life. If you’re out in the field and line up the
perfect shot, it’s not going to be much good to
you if you’ve not the power to take it. Your battery should ideally provide you with a full day’s
worth of shots without having to swap.
As mentioned in last month’s article, unless
you’re going to be shooting outside exclusively, and always on sunny days, high ISO performance is extremely important. If your shots are
a grainy mess at over ISO 400, you’re not going
to be a happy camper. Take a few well exposed
shots inside the store at ISO 800, then zoom in
to 100% magnification and scroll around the
image paying particular attention to the areas
in shadow. Is the noise (graininess) tolerable? If
not, time to look at another model.
Taking your time, as well as bearing the preceding points in mind while selecting the right camera for you is paramount. It can determine the
difference between embarking on an expensive
and frustrating experiment, or the discovery of
a lifelong passion. Here’s hoping you experience
the latter!

ADOBE CS5.5

The impetus this time? Tablets. If
you’re reading this, you have one...
and Adobe is banking on near term
explosive growth in this market. Indeed, many of the new features in
the suite have been designed with
the tablet and mobile devices specifically in mind.

What’s in it for Me?

As a photographer, you’ll be wondering what goodies this new update has in-store that will help you
produce better images or make your
creative life easier. Well, for starters
the first thing you’ll notice is that
not all applications have been updated to a 5.5 version number... and
that includes Photoshop which gets
a relatively minor upgrade to 5.1.

THE LAB

I

f you’re into photography or design, and unless you’ve been hiding under a rock, you’re most
likely aware that Adobe recently updated their flagship application suite
to CS5.5. What’s interesting about
this particular version is that it marks
the first of what Adobe calls ‘mid-cycle’ releases. As technology marches
to an ever more frenetic drumbeat,
the company has decided to alter its
tried-and-true release strategy to include more frequent updates in an
effort to more effectively address the
changing tech landscape.

While the other members of the Creative Suite definitely got more love
this release, that doesn’t mean that
our beloved Photoshop got nothing
– and again if you’re reading this on
a tablet (which you are), you’re going
to be able to take advantage of the
new functionality Adobe is offering.
What they’ve been hard at work coding is an upgrade to their internal
scripting engine which has been released as the Photoshop Touch Soft

ware Development Kit or SDK which enables
developers to interface between tablet-based
applications and Photoshop in real time.
Wow... really? That’s it? Do I have to learn how
to write code to use this? Sounds complicated.
Well, if you’re not a programmer, have no fear.
This update is meant to provide those that are
with the tools to create great apps which make
your mobile creative life integrate directly with
your desk-bound one. To this end, Adobe has
produced some great sample apps which demonstrate the utility of their new interface.

Hot Lava

Adobe Color Lava is an awesome little application available through iTunes for the iPad at the
very reasonable price point of $2.99. Intended
as a virtual replacement for the artist’s palette,
Lava enables the user to mix colours directly

on the screen in the same manner as you would
using physical paint... though with your finger
instead of a knife or brush. There’s even a water
well which allows you to rinse some or all of
the selected virtual colour from your finger to
get finer control over the result! Very cool... but
what practical application does this have?
If you’re like me, you may find the colour module within Photoshop rather cumbersome. Lava
feels much more natural, has a larger interface
and allows you to perform some very cool operations within Photoshop itself. First, any colour swatch you create in Lava may be tapped
on your tablet which (once you set up the easy
wireless connection between it and Photoshop)
automatically updates the foreground colour in
Photoshop. You may save up to 1500 swatches within Lava, or export any of them directly
to the parent application with the touch of a
button.

When creating a colour swatch collection (i.e. 5
swatches), you may elect to import an image to
the stage, and simply tap various colours within
it to rapidly build your palette. Not only this, but
you may mix colours directly within the image...
using only those within it, or adding your own.
How cool is that? You can even send your newly
created swatch library by email from your iPad

to any colleague you may be collaborating with.
Obviously this functionality is less useful to
photographers and aimed more squarely at
designers; though some may find it handy when
creating photo books for creating type that
goes well with their imagery... and the price is
certainly right.

“This is way better than having to read tab titles!”
Hotter Nava!

Ok, that subheading doesn’t really work, but
the new Adobe Nav app does. At $1.99, this
nifty application will enable you to access all
your most commonly used toolbar selections
by simply tapping the customizable interface
which enables you to choose up to 16 default
functions and arrange them any way you please
– fantastic if you find you are for example frequently accessing the retouching tools which
are nested within a single button on the toolbar.
Additionally, Nav allows you to see all your
open Photoshop documents as large thumbnails
within a scrolling interface, and open the appropriate tab by merely tapping its corresponding
image on the tablet. This is way better than having to read tab titles – especially when you have
a great many documents open.
Double tap the image, and you’ll get all its relevant stats: image size, dimensions, document
size, resolution, and colour mode. Walk away
from your computer and show someone else
your work on the tablet with full resolution
accessible via pinch and zoom... even when
you’re not connected to the network!
Further, you may tap the ‘Screen Mode’ button
and cycle through all those available to you; while
selecting ‘Actual Pixels’ zooms you in to 100%.

Select your most commonly used tools &
Arrange them any way you wish.

See a preview of all documents you
currently have open And get info on each.

What’s Missing?

While this is an excellent first effort, Adobe Nav
and Lava would certainly benefit from the addition of a few features. I’d love to be able to save
tool sets which would be applicable to different
tasks I commonly perform. Also, while Nav’s
‘Actual Pixels’ button zooms you in, there doesn’t
seem to be an obvious way to zoom back out...
so I’m reaching for the keyboard again, which
is frustrating as I find using Nav in combination with a graphics tablet to be its most valuable application.
Switching between Lava and Nav presents a
small delay while the app reconnects (about a
second) to the Photoshop sever. This isn’t really that big of a deal but rather a minor inconvenience and won’t present an issue to all but
the most ADHD stricken users. Ultimately it’s
most likely a function of the underlying iOS
architecture.
Lava on the other hand would be great to use
with all the other design applications within
CS5.5. While I can send swatch sets to Photoshop, export them, then import to InDesign or
Illustrator, it certainly seems a roundabout way
to utilize the power of the app... and there’s no
tapping to select foreground colour.
Not withstanding the minor criticisms above,
we fully expect both these apps to get better and
better and more fully integrated into the entire
suite in future versions. All in all, we’d say they’re
exceptional value, and highly recommended.

Should You Upgrade?

If you have Photoshop CS5, it’s probably not
mandatory; however, the upgrades from CS3
and CS4 are substantial. Check out the chart
below to discover the differences.
Further, one of the things Adobe has introduced
with this mid-cycle release is an all new software subscription model where you simply pay
a monthly fee, ranging from a low of $35

for Photoshop alone (annual commitment required), through $195 USD for the complete
Master Collection without an annual commitment, and are always assured of having the
latest version.

Next Time

In our next issue, we’ll continue to delve into
the Creative Suite family of applications with an
in-depth review of Adobe’s video editing software: Premiere Pro. As this software title has
undergone significant revision, and therefore
merits its 5.5 designation; we’ll devote an entire
column to its review.

Afterword: The Good the
Bad and the Ugly

vance for a year’s access to their publishing solution... and this was their lowest price option.
As a startup, and given the market is unproven
as yet (due to it being brand new), this demand
obviously stuck in our collective craws – especially as we felt we had been operating in good
faith under the published pricing structure.
Over the next month, the agreement seemed to
change every week... going from bad to worse
from our perspective and costing thousands
more every single time. Our primary concern
was what would happen if at some point in the
future Apple decided to disallow Adobe’s solution to be sold on iTunes? It had happened before – would we be out a year’s subscription?
We didn’t envision Adobe providing refunds as
they were selling this service solely through resellers, and not directly.

Though not necessarily of interest to photographers, the centrepiece of CS5.5 is without question the new Digital Publishing Suite, designed
to enable delivery of engaging, next-generation
content to the tablet medium. Adobe accomplished this design goal exceptionally well. The
interfaces within Adobe DPS are easy to use,
intuitive and robust. In fact, this magazine was
originally built using them.

Next, it got ugly. Adobe disabled the ability for
publishers to test their content on their own tablets without first uploading it to the company’s
web portal, and thereafter downloading it back
to their devices. As most magazines represent
hundreds of megabytes of content, this is a huge
time wasting inconvenience – not to mention
the fact that many ISPs have bandwidth caps
and charge exorbitant sums for overages.

We entered the pre-release program after investigating the pricing options which had been
published on their website for months, and
were very excited about the prospects presented
by this new market and the types of content we
would be able to present on the tablet platform.
This software would enable us to deliver what
we felt a digital magazine should be. That was
the good; the bad was to follow.

As a result of the above, there was heated and
protracted discussion within the community,
and to their credit, it appears Adobe has listened. A new subscription and pricing model is
said to be becoming available in September.

A few weeks in advance of us releasing our
first issue, Adobe radically altered their pricing scheme, requiring publishers to fork over
several thousands of dollars (five figures) in ad-

We at DarkroomPro Magazine think Adobe is
an incredible company, which produces amazing, category-defining products – year in and
year out. Sometimes things go wrong... it happens. As a result, we have high hopes for this
new model, and look forward to again bringing
you our mag via the Digital Publishing Suite at
Dp
some time in the future.
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Visual
tension
W

hat makes an image
interesting? Why do
some photographs
look pretty... and that’s pretty
much it, while others grab your
attention? While there are several devices the clever photographer may employ in service
of the goal of creating arresting
imagery, one of the most effective, though least well understood, is visual tension.
Wait a minute – tension? Isn’t
that something we want to
avoid? In life, yes; and it’s precisely for this reason that images which feature a degree of
this element cause the viewer to pause and consider the
source. When something enters the realm of our senses,
our brain upon interpreting
this information seeks order,
normalcy, calm, quiescence. If
something isn’t quite right, our
brain triggers our body’s alert
system at some level depending

COMPOSE YOURSELF

on the nature of inconsistency
with the norm. This behaviour
is rooted in our base biology
and served our ancestors well
in that, if something was out of
the ordinary, it could indicate a
potential new food source, another social group’s presence,
or an impending situation that
could land you on some predator’s dinner plate. As such, visual tension can inspire curiosity, apprehension, wariness, or
even panic.
Certainly, a photograph may
contain a subject that is shocking, and that creates one kind
of tension; however, while that
may have merit depending on
the circumstances, it’s rather a
blunt instrument in terms of
artistic expression. There are
many more subtle elements of
compositional tension that can
be utilized to add interest and
dynamism to your imagery.

Crop

on

Last time around, we discussed how creative cropping can be used
to save an otherwise flawed image; however, in terms of creating visual tension, cropping is an exceptionally valuable tool in post – just
as framing is during the shoot. Take the following for example:
fig.1

en

fig. 2

si

This image features
a centre positioned
high-key subject; the
mood is serene; and
there is a sense of
balance. Interest is
solely derived from
the apparent nudity, and the disengaged, yet thoughtful expression on the
woman’s face.

The emotional context has changed.

Figure 2 is definitely more thought-provoking than its predecessor, and
the position of the arms against the frame lend more weight to their meaning within the composition.

In figure 2 however, we feature a closer
crop with the subject
placed in the extreme
left corner. Tension
is derived from the
claustrophobic crop
– the woman appears
to have nowhere to
go – and the mood
is considerably different from that of
figure 1, despite containing exactly the
same subject matter.

Shape

Take this famous example from the creative
genius M.C. Escher:
The pleasing symmetry of the pattern formed by the shapes
within is what our eye first
notices upon viewing
this image; it looks
balanced and at
rest. The abstraction generated
by the strong
geometry leads
you to initially
discern it as the
composition’s
primary feature.
However, immediately afterward
your gaze will focus on the components which draw you
in to discover the inherent
tension. Not only is there no
negative space whatsoever (i.e. both
light and darker spaces within this 1960 woodcut are 100% filled with subject matter of equal
importance), which leads to an uneasy feeling

Note that shape can also build tension within
a photograph by proposing the improbable, or
appearing to present a precarious line. Take the
following pyramid for example:
It appears stable and at rest.. there is no visual
tension.

the more you contemplate it, but the contrast
between the angels and demons couldn’t be a
starker example of conflict and tension – both
in colour composition as well as the
obvious mythological opposition.
Similarly shape may
be used within the
context of photography to emphasize abstraction
– which is particularly useful in architectural subjects.
If you have a
prominent and
repeating feature which forms
a shape or pattern
within a scene, you
may highlight this aspect through your exposure, framing, or via contrast.
This may have the effect of creating
the illusion of your image being one about one
thing: geometry, while its components are actually something else, generating interest.

C

ompare this to the same six blocks
in a slightly different arrangement...
Obviously the feeling is quite different – it’s not serene, and though
it would still likely maintain its stability in physical space, has considerably more
tension due to its disordered and potentially
dangerous aspect.

“You may use
shadow to great
effect in creating
tension”
Of Light and Shadow

Throughout man’s history, darkness has been
responded to with apprehension. The unseen
mysteries lurking within inspire both curiosity
and trepidation, as the inherent danger justifiably merits caution. As a result, it has always
had an association with evil, death, and the supernatural.
In photography, you may use shadow to great
effect in creating tension within a scene. Take
this image of a European cobblestone street for
example.
Not only does it create visual tension by leaving the area around the archway completely in
shadow, but further increases it by the utilizing
the an off-kilter 45 degree framing. Additionally, the colours have been pushed slightly out of
their natural spectrum, lending to the eerie and
mysterious quality of this photograph.
Shadowed portions of an image additionally
seem to have more mass than those which are
lighter. As a result, you may also create tension

by unbalancing your photograph in permitting shadows to reside in key areas of interest.
If instead our cobblestone passage led through
a wider archway to a light and airy courtyard,
and the framing was a standard landscape orientation, our eye would be first drawn to the
light, and the mood would be one of relative
serenity. However, if the shadowed area also
contained a dimly lit man staring back at us,
the whole tone of the image would change as a
result of this injection of tension.

Juxtaposition

A further tension generating technique involves
placing elements within an image which have
vastly different or even opposed properties, and
blending them into an interesting composition.
The following image highlights the difference
between soft and hard, flesh and steel, menace
and vulnerability. The tight crop and the exclusion of the eyes also adds to the tension and curiosity generated by this image. Who is she? Is
the barbed wire around her neck by choice?
You can juxtapose all kinds of things to get a reaction from a photograph: light and dark, big and
small, B&W and colour, smooth and textured... the list is endless; and it’s one of the most powerful
tools in building tension.

Finally

While I’ve detailed some fairly obvious examples of visual
tension within this article in
an attempt to clearly illustrate
my points, the examples used
are rather ham-fisted as a re-

sult. Ultimately, you’ll want
to strive to be more subtle in
your handling of tension. The
goal is to not necessarily make
the viewer uneasy, but to draw
him in to the image with a whiff
of something unexpected.

Our lives are filled with enough
of the mundane as it is... endeavour to make your photography an engaging departure
from that.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
FUNDAMENTALS

I

f you’ve come from the point-andshoot world and have recently
entered the realm of the single lens
reflex with your new DSLR, there
are several aspects of photography
that up until this point, you’ve
probably been blissfully unaware
of the fact that the camera has
been taking care of for you. While
it’s certainly great to be able to see
something and then capture that scene with
relatively good fidelity and ease in the pointand-shoot arena, your options as far as creativity
goes are seriously limited by that platform.
Most entry-level and intermediate DSLRs still
offer newcomers a similar mode of shooting
via the ‘auto’ setting in order to allow their
owners to get some instant gratification while
still getting their feet wet with their new gear.
Unfortunately, this also where a lot of people
stop in their exploration – so in essence they’ve
just purchased an expensive point-and-shoot
with better optics. For many, the images they
are now producing seem ‘good enough’, and
going further doesn’t seem worth the effort
of reading a tedious manual and actually
educating themselves about the core principles
of photography... what a waste.

If, on the other hand however, you are among
those that want to get the most out of their
photographic pursuits, and are interested in
acquiring some basic knowledge which will pay
large dividends down the road in terms of the
quality of your images, read on.

Meet the Royals
While there are many factors that influence
how any image is produced in-camera, by far
the most important are what’s known as The
Three Kings: aperture, shutter speed, and ISO
(or similarly, ASA for you old fogies).
The first, and arguably the most important, is
aperture. Simply put, aperture refers to the size
of the opening in the lens which allows light to
enter and project an image on your sensor for
capture. The primary function of this setting is
to control what’s known as depth of field. What’s
that all about? Well, let’s say you were shooting
a portrait of a person who was standing against
a busy background. If you wanted to isolate
that individual in order that they aren’t lost in
the clutter, and to render that background as a
pleasing out-of-focus backdrop, you’d use what’s
known as a shallow depth of field. You’d set the
aperture of your lens to a low numbered f stop
in order to reduce the in-focus portion of your

photo to, for example, only include the distance
from the front of the person’s face to the back of
their head.
Conversely, if you were shooting a landscape
photo, you’d want maximum depth of field so
that everything in the image was in focus. To
that end, you’d select a relatively high numbered
f stop. In fact, there’s a specific term which
landscape photographers use to refer to the
sweet spot where everything is in focus called
the ‘hyperfocal distance’... but that’s a topic for
another day.
Well, we’ve been talking a bit about f stops
without really explaining them; so, let’s go over
that now.

F-Understood
If you look on your favourite lens, you’ll notice
a series of numbers, some whole, some decimal,
along the circumference of the barrel. On most
lenses, these are actually located on a separate
ring which you may adjust to set the value;
though, on most modern cameras the actual
setting of the aperture is done via software

controls, requiring no physical manipulation of
the ring. In this series of numbers, the smallest
value represents the largest amount of light that
the lens can let in; i.e. the maximum diameter
of the lens blades when fully opened.
This sounds counter-intuitive at first, as you’d
imagine the larger the number, the bigger
the hole; however, when you consider the
relationship to depth of field it makes more
sense. Just think “Ok, if I want a larger portion
of my image to be in focus, I need a greater depth
of field – which means a higher f number.”
F stops start with the lowest number on your
particular lens representing the maximum light
they can let in, and each full stop thereafter a
halving of that amount of light. So does that
mean that every time I increase the f number
on my camera, I am letting in half the light as
the number previous? No. Most lenses today
also include a number of fractional stops (just
to confuse you I am certain). Different lenses
may include different fractional stops, but it’s
really not important at this point to go over the
mathematics involved in calculating what these
should be. The range of full stops is as follows:

•

f/1 you’d be very lucky indeed to have a lens that lets in this much light and it would be very costly

•

f/1.4 many professional level prime (non-zoom) lenses start here or at f/1.2

•

f/2

•

f/2.8 many pro zooms start here and this is a good maximum aperture to look for when buying a lens

•

f/4

•

f/5.6

•

f/8 good middle-of-the-road aperture sometimes used by photographers as a default setting when
putting their gear down for the day – in order to have the camera ready to grab a quick shot at a 		
moment’s notice

•

f/11

•

f/16 often referred to as ‘sunny 16’, for reasons we’ll get into in another instalment

•

f/22 generally as high as the majority of DSLR lenses go

•

f/32

•

f/45 if you have a lens at this value or higher, chances are you don’t need to be reading this column!

O

k, great. So now you know
everything about aperture
right? Nope; sorry.

As we’ve discussed, the
aperture setting controls
your depth of field; but
there’s
also
another
consideration which affects this value: distance
to subject. You see, the closer you are to the
object you are shooting, the shallower (or more
diminished) your depth of field becomes for the
same f stop.
For example, a standard 50mm lens set at f/2.8
with my subject at 10 feet distance would yield
me around 2 feet of depth of field on my Nikon
D3. This would nicely isolate my subject from
any background which wasn’t immediately
behind them. If I moved in to 5 feet however,
still at f/2.8, my depth of field would decrease
to around 6 inches! This would still be ok for
a nice shallow portrait; however it wouldn’t be
very practical for a group shot as the people
slightly to the rear would be out-of-focus.
So how the heck do you know how much depth
of field you have for any given situation? Not
only does it change with the f stop and distance
to subject, but focal length (i.e. how many
millimetres your lens is or what your zoom is

set at presently), and your camera body as well!
One of the additional factors related to your
camera body is actually named the ‘circle of
confusion’ and probably seems apt given the
above.
Fortunately there’s help.

There’s an App for That
If you’re reading this article, you obviously own
an iPad. There are several apps available which
can help you determine exactly the depth of
field for any given situation – some are free, and
some cost a buck or two. There are also paperbased charts and slide-rule type affairs that can
allow you to quickly figure out what to set your
aperture at to achieve a given dof (depth of field)
result.
If you absolutely need to get it right, the above
is invaluable. Unfortunately however, it’s
not practical to fire up your iPhone or iPad
every time you want to take a photograph or
rummage through your camera bag to locate
your ‘handy’ charts while the you potentially
miss a great shot. Really, the only substitute for
the precise values available to you via software
is experience with your gear. As you come to
know your equipment, you’ll ultimately be able
to intuitively ascertain what the correct aperture
for a desired result should be.

f /2.8 @ 22 inches

A

t first you should err on the
side of caution by stopping
down a little further than
you ideally might wish
to (i.e. using numerically
higher f stops), in order
that you don’t leave
important elements of your subject matter outof-focus. Gradually, as you gain familiarity with
your camera and lens setups, you can play with
thinner margins and be more confident about
the results closely matching your intention.
Really, there is no substitute for experience...
practice, practice, practice.
Ok, so are we done with aperture yet? Well, by
now you should have a pretty firm grasp on the
fundamentals; however, we’ve yet to cover how
it relates to the other 2 kings, shutter speed,
and ISO.

Total Exposure
f /8 @ 22 inches

In order to get a handle on how your camera
manages to produce the images that it ultimately
spits out, be they good or bad, you need to
understand the interrelationship between all
three kings. In terms of digital photography,
briefly here’s how each work:
• 	Aperture determines how much light falls
on the sensor

f /16 @ 22 inches

• 	Shutter speed is responsible for how long
that quantity of light is allowed to illuminate
the sensor
• 	ISO allows you to artificially boost or attenuate the sensor signal above or below your
camera’s native ISO value. You can think of it as
like a volume control on your stereo; but in this
case it’s boosting or cutting the signal produced
by light on the sensor instead of music.

A Moment on Modes
f /22 @ 22 inches

Your camera most likely has many shooting
modes available to you; but in general, there

are really only 3 you should be using: Aperture
Priority, Shutter Priority, and Manual Mode.
Aperture Priority mode allows you to select an
aperture and ISO value, and the camera’s will
automatically determine what your shutter
speed is going to be in order for you to obtain a
correct exposure. Shutter Priority is exactly the
same, except that you select the shutter speed
and ISO, while the camera figures out what your
aperture value has to be for you. Manual mode
is, quite reasonably, where the photographer is
responsible for manually setting each value.
Aperture Priority mode is the most commonly
used given it affords you maximum creative input
with minimum effort for most photographic
scenarios. Shutter Priority is generally used
when you are shooting fast action, such as
sports or birds in flight, where you need to
ensure your shutter speed is fast enough to
freeze the subject within the frame... or slow
enough to create motion blurring effects which
you may find desirable. Manual mode is used
when photographers want total control over
every aspect of the shot and is very often used
in flash photography – a topic for another day.

Principles in Practice
So, let’s say you made an artistic decision
about shooting a portrait with a relatively
shallow depth of field to isolate them from
the background. As we discussed above, you
know you’ll want to select a lower numbered f
stop... let’s say f/4. If you were using an 85mm
lens and you were around 10 feet distant from
your subject, you’d have about a foot dof. Now,
let’s also suppose that you’re in an environment
where there isn’t much light and don’t want to
use a flash, preferring the natural illumination
in the scene.
Your first consideration is that you want to
avoid potential camera shake which results
from a shutter speed that is too low for the focal
length you are shooting at – leading to blurry
photos. If you were using a full-frame camera
like a D3, you’d want to ensure that at 85mm,
your shutter speed is above that number, let’s
say at least 1/100th of a second or higher to have
some margin of comfort. If on the other hand
you’re using a cropped sensor camera (includes
the majority of DSLRs available today), you’ll
want to multiply by the crop factor associated

with your unit. So if this applies to you, and your
camera’s crop factor is 1.5, that value would be
127.5 and you’d be selecting a shutter speed
with a comfortable margin above that, say at
least 1/160th of a second.

your ISO, you’ll introduce noise (graininess in

So you’re in Aperture Priority mode and have
set your unit to f/4, but given the low light
conditions, the camera’s selection of shutter
speed is below the acceptable threshold to
minimize camera shake. What to do?

camera shake and as little noise as possible, you

Well you have two non-flash choices: increase
your aperture size (i.e. reduce your f stop
number to a lower value) to let in more light,
or boost the power of the signal being input
to your sensor by increasing the ISO setting
beyond its native value. Each choice represents
a compromise you’ll have to consider.

your images) which can become dramatic as
you bump it up to greater values.
As what you’re after is a correct exposure, with no
may find yourself opting for a dual compromise
which includes slightly increasing both your
ISO and aperture size.

Finally
Whew! Now that you’ve a grasp on some of the
foundations of photography, it’s time to get out
there and do some shooting. While the above
certainly may seem daunting at first as there are

If you increase your aperture size, you’ll reduce
your depth of field which may or may not be a
viable option depending on your subject matter...
and even then, you may still find yourself with
insufficient shutter speed.

so many things to consider before depressing the

On the other hand, just like when you crank
your stereo up, distortion occurs, if you increase

having to be paid to the fundamentals. Good

shutter, after a while it will become second nature
and you can concentrate more on composition
and subject matter, without so much attention
luck and happy shooting!

STUDIO
SECRETS

Single Light
Studio Techniques

A

s you’ll recall, last time we took
a look at the gear required to get
you up and running with a basic
studio setup. We focused on a single light configuration, owing to
the fact that, as we stated in the previous article,
most studio work involves recreating the natural environment in a controlled setting – and
this means there is but one light source: the sun.
This time around, we’re going to cover some basic ideas and techniques which are fundamental
to a single light studio scenario.

Key Concepts
When thinking about lighting a portrait, there
are basically three ways you can go in terms of
intensity. Balanced lighting is a standard setup
where all elements within the scene are given
more or less the same emphasis in terms of illumination – this is in general what your camera
tries to do by default in its automatic modes.
We won’t go much into this, as it requires little
explanation; most snapshots exhibit this style of
lighting very well.

The two additional ways of lighting a subject
are ‘high key’ and ‘low key’ respectively. Now
we may think we have a notion of what low key
is, but high key? Both are relatively simple to
explain. ‘Key’ in both instances refers to the key
light, or the light which is providing the main
source of illumination on the subject. Other
sources of light being bounced off a reflector for
example in the single light setup are referred to
as fill, as they have the effect of filling in shadows created on the subject by the key light as
desired.
High key shots are those in which we throw a
great deal of light on the subject in an effort to
minimize contrast and shadows. Ideally, you
don’t want to ‘blow out’ the highlights by overexposing the subject and rendering them as
pure white; however, in some shots, that’s just
what you want to go for – it really depends on
the effect you are trying to create. In art there
are no rules, just guidelines; though it certainly
helps the novice to master their technique within them before straying outside.

“Many recommend
purchasing a large
soft box...”

L

ow key photographs on the other
hand, feature very contrasty subjects with a high degree of shadow, providing drama and visual
tension within the scene (Ed. For
a more detailed explanation of visual tension, see this article). The subject is less well
visually defined by their features, but more
by way of how the light interacts with them
in terms of the interplay of light and shadow.
Another term for this you may come across
for this effect is Chiaroscuro.
High key and low key images also have the
opposite effect on the viewer in reference to
the mood they create. The former has the
quality of light, airy, fun, and happy; while
the latter is dark, moody, dramatic, and
sometimes unsettling. As a result, you’ll definitely want to decide, should you choose to
stray from balanced lighting, what your artistic objective will be for the shot. If you are
shooting a toothpaste ad, you probably don’t
want to go with a low key image; however if
you are taking a cover shot of a sleuth for a
mystery novel, high key generally wouldn’t
be the way to go.

Light Moves
Another thing to bear in mind when working
with light, is that a the source’s distance relative
to the subject affects its quality. When a strobe
or hot light is placed closer to the subject, the effect is softer, shadows are decreased, and highlights are less sharp, while the further away you
bring it has the opposite effect, allowing you to
create dramatic hard shadows and crisp highlights if that is your objective. Reduced highlights are particularly important when you are
photographing subjects that have oily or damp
skin, or items that have very reflective surfaces
– an apple would be a good example. Additionally, the size of the light source has the same ef-

fect; i.e. larger lights create softer shadows and
reduced contrast. This isn’t how many watts you
throw at a subject, but the physical size of the
light modifier (e.g. soft box, or umbrella) that
is the determining factor. As a result, many
people recommend starting off by purchasing
a very large soft box – but you need to keep in
mind the space you have to work with in order to obtain maximum flexibility with the size
you’ve selected.
While in actuality our single light studio has
only one electric source, we’ll also be using a reflector to fill in shadows created by our key; so
technically, our studio can be said to have two
lights. What we use a reflector for is to soften the

effects of the key by reducing shadows on the
opposing side by bouncing some of the main
light’s rays back at the subject from an alternative angle. This is especially useful if your key
is smallish and creates harsher shadows than
you’d like, but you’ll find a reflector handy in all
kinds of situations.
A white reflector is generally best; and though
it reflects less efficiently than silver, it is also not
prone to creating its own shadows, which may
occur as a result of imperfections or wrinkles in
the surface of the silver or gold varieties.

Angling for a Better Image
Ok, now that we’ve got some of the basics out of the way, lets get into some practical tips on how
to setup your light. One of the first head-scratchers novice studio photographers encounter in
light placement is the question of at what height do you put it. Generally, unless you want to
do halloween or horror lighting, you are going to want your lights above your subject, and as a
starting place angled down at 45 degrees. I say as a starting place, because there are a couple of
things that you are going to take into account once you have your subject in-frame.
First off, catch lights (highlights in the eyes resulting from the light reflected from your strobe)
typically work best at either the 11 o’clock or 1
o’clock positions. Position your light up or down
to achieve this objective in your subject’s eyes.
Further, for people that have prominent brows,
a dark shadow may result from having your light
too high which obscures the eyes and makes
them appear dull and lifeless. Having adequate
light fall on the eyes is more important than the
positioning of catch lights within them.
This brings us to two separate types of lighting
which are subject specific and are designed to
accentuate positive features, while de-emphasizing those which are seen as less desirable.

Broad Lighting
No, this isn’t necessarily about how to capture
that brassy redhead of your acquaintance in
her best light; broad in this context refers to

the surface your light falls upon: in this case,
the side of the face closest to the camera. This
type of lighting works best for those which have
narrow faces and fine features as it tends to fill
things out a little, making for a more flattering
portrait.
Using the guidelines established above for light
height, place the key in such a manner as to illuminate the camera side of your subject while
leaving the far side in shadow. To lessen the drama created by this effect (which you’ll generally
want to do with women in particular), position
your reflector opposite in such a manner as to
fill in some of those shadows. Easy. Effective.

Short (Narrow) Lighting
The exact opposite of broad lighting is short,
sometimes referred to as narrow lighting. It
works best in scenarios where your subject has a
very round or chubby face as it tends to narrow

these features and again provide for more flattering portraiture. To achieve this effect, you’ll
want to light the side of the face that is furthest
from the camera, while leaving the closer in
more shadow. Again, you’ll want to fill in the
shadows a little via judicious employment of
your reflector.

Butterfly Lighting
For those with more average, oval faces, a technique known as butterfly lighting often looks glamourous and works
rather well. This is done by
positioning the light directly in front of the
subject, fairly high
above them in order
to create a shadow
directly below and
in-line with their
nose. This shadow
forms the shape
of a butterfly and
is from whence the
technique derives its
name. A reflector generally isn’t required as
your positioning of the light
should make it fall evenly across
your subjects face.
Butterfly lighting typically works best with
women who have longer hair, as with men it
tends to emphasize the ears which is generally
not desirable.

Rembrandt Lighting
The Dutch genius after whom this technique
is named certainly knew a thing or two about
chiaroscuro... he was an absolute master of its
application. As you can see in the accompanying images, Rembrandt’s style was very dramatic and moody. It essentially consists of low key
lighting where the shadowed side contains an

inverted triangle of light directly under the eye
on the upper cheek. This triangular figure is the
defining characteristic of Rembrandt lighting
and is formed by having the shadow from the
nose and the cheekbone intersect. Generally
this style works best in a short lighting scenario;
however, Rembrandt himself used it in broad
light as well.
To achieve this effect, you want to position your
light in what’s known as a 45/45 setup. That is at
45 degrees to the camera axis and your
subject’s face as well as pointing
at a 45 degree angle downwards. With the subject
remaining still, move
the light until you see
the
characteristic
inverted triangular
figure in the correct
placement on their
cheek. Fill is less
vital here, as drama
is what your are going for; however, in
some cases you may
find this treatment too
harsh, and a little fill will
certainly soften it up.

Edge Lighting
Finally, to complete our summary of single
light techniques, we have what’s known as edge
lighting. This style differs significantly from
the others in that the key is lowered so that it is
nearly directly pointed at the subjects face at 90
degrees to their nose and at a very slight angle
downwards (to taste depending on the contour
of your subject’s face). This will create a shadow
line down the centre of the face with half being
in light and the remainder in shadow.
This can create some very dramatic effects; however, for most people you will want to fill in the
shadowed side with your reflector as the

Shoot Like A Pro

darkness found there is often quite striking
and stark. While you want to fill in the shadowed area a little, you may wish to back off
the reflector a bit, as you don’t want to overwhelm your effect. After all, there is little
point in employing edge lighting if you aren’t
going for something dramatic!

Finally!
Well, that certainly was a lot of ground to cover in our second instalment of Studio Secrets.
We hope you found it instructive and useful.
Now get out there and try out some of the techniques illustrated above. Have fun while you
do it – you’re going to make mistakes at first,
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but fortunately pixels are free! Next time we’ll
start adding some more lights to our studio,
and examining things like gels and snoots –
what’s a snoot?! You’ll have to check next issue
to find out!

T

here’s nothing more frustrating
for a photographer than seeing
one image on the back of their
camera, yet another version of it
in their photo editing software,
still another on the web, and yet one more
when printed... in terms of colour fidelity. Not
only that, but every computer screen the image
is viewed on looks different too! Most folks feel
that what you see on your camera’s LCD should
be ultimately what you get on whatever medium you choose to view it on; unfortunately this
is never going to be the case. You can however
get close; and hopefully this article will assist
you in that endeavour.

Why the Difference?

There are several reasons why colour consistency is so difficult to attain across mediums;
however, the primary cause is something called
‘gamut’. Colour gamut is simply the spectrum of
colours available within a certain colour space.
You can think of it as an artist’s palette... all the
colours at your disposal within a confined area.
The colour continuity problem most often
arises when an attempt is made to display or
print images shot in one colour space on a device or within software that is designed (or has
been configured for) another. Individual gamuts contain different colour sets, and there are
many standard ones that photographers will
deal with on a regular basis.

FEATURE

SHOW YOUR
TRUE COLOURS

sRGB is probably the most common among the
various colour spaces you’ll encounter in your
photographic pursuits. It’s the gamut generally
used on your monitor, what the Internet is built
on, and what many cameras and printers utilize
by default. It’s a good utilitarian colour space,
but its colours are packed into a narrow area of
the visible spectrum, which means the colours
it can reproduce do not contain all those we
can see.
As you can see by the diagrams, there
are several colour spaces whose
area is larger than that of
sRGB; with Adobe 98
next largest, ProPhoto developed
by Kodak significantly larger,
and the LAB
colour space
re pre s e nt i ng
the full range
of human-visible spectrum.
Unfortunately
this
difference
in coverage often
leads to the misconception that there are
actually more colours
within the wider spaces. This
is not the case. There are exactly
the same number of colours in sRGB, as in
Adobe 98 for example – the difference lies in
how widely they are spaced. As you can see, the
latter gamut from Adobe includes more saturated colours, particularly in the greens, yellows
and blues; which of course allows for closer approximation of what your eye sees through the
lens.
While in an 8 bit editing scenario, the number
of colours in each gamut is 16.7 million. This
can potentially (very seldom) cause problems

for example with the wider spacing inherent in
Adobe 98 – including banding and colour artifacts – however, when you start working in a
16 bit space, you’ve now access to over 281 trillion colours... and these issues evaporate as the
space between colours is so minute.

The Medium Is The Message
Though I’m sure Marshall McLuhan wasn’t
thinking of colour fidelity, his famous quote
certainly applies, as another potential
cause of colour mismatch is
the medium upon which
your image is being displayed.
Colours presented on a backlit
LCD screen for
example are
capable of being more saturated than
those viewed
in print, where
what is seen depends on the reflected light of the
environment. Additionally, different
print substrates (whatever you are printing on)
all exhibit varied colour characteristics depending on their nature; e.g.
glossy, matte, lustre etc.
Fortunately, manufacturers have taken this
nightmare of differences into account, and now
generally produce colour profiles for their products which you may utilize to obtain the best results when moving from one medium to another. These are distributed in in the form of files
called ‘ICC’ profiles, which are generated based
on standards derived by the International Color
Consortium. What these do is allow colour

aware applications to use interpolation to map one profile to
its closest value on the target device, be it a monitor, printer
or whatever. The method by which they map this is by way of
what’s called ‘rendering intent’, with perceptual and relative
being the ones more commonly seen in photographic circles
– perceptual being the favoured between them as it generally
produces the most pleasing images.

Well That Was Very Confusing.
So by now you’re probably scratching your head wondering
how you can take advantage of all of the above to ensure the
best possible results in your images. Well, you’re in luck. What
we’re going to do now is go over 10 easy, practical steps you
can use to keep your photos looking the way you intended!

1

Start in your camera. Set it for the widest
colour space (generally Adobe RGB), and the
highest bit depth available to it. That way, you are
capturing as much information as your sensor is
capable of recording, and not clipping out more
saturated colours which are unavailable to the
sRGB gamut your camera has generally been
set to by default. Also, ensure you are always
shooting in RAW mode in order to maximize
data capture and provide as much latitude in
exposure and white balance as possible in post.

When importing your images into your
favourite processor, select either Adobe 98
or ProPhoto as the target colour space. Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop for example
use the ProPhoto space for their RAW converter by default. This is a good thing.

2

3

When printing, ensure you
use the printer manufacturer’s ICC profile for the paper you are printing on (assuming they are available).
You can generally download
these from the manufacturer’s website and easily install
on your computer.

4. If you select an ICC profile to use when
printing, be certain that you also choose to
have the software control colour management
instead of the printer. Then disable any colour
management done by your printer driver by
selecting ‘ICC’ and ‘no colour management’.
Having two conflicting applications trying to
render correct colours is not going to produce
good results.
5. Calibrate your monitor! While your monitor may ship with a generic ICC profile, this
is no substitute for a custom one created via
a hardware based calibrator. While there are
many calibrators to choose from, we review
the Spyder 3 Studio SR package within this
issue. It is an excellent choice for discerning
photographers who want to get things exactly
right – every time.
6. One more point on calibration: it won’t do
you any good if your editing environment has
variable lighting conditions. Ideally, you want
to maintain the exact lighting in your editing
studio every time you use it. This means either
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do all your processing work at night under
artificial lighting, or work in a room with no
windows. While this may not sound pleasant,
neither does wasting ink and paper... or sending incorrect images to your clients!
7. When working in Photoshop, you may do
what’s called ‘soft proofing’ by selecting ‘Proof
Setup’ from the ‘View’ menu. Select the ICC
profile of the device you wish to output to and
ensure ‘Proof Colors’ and ‘Gamut Warning’
are ticked. This will show you what your image will look like on the target device and will
highlight any colours that are ‘out-of-gamut’,
which you may wish to adjust.
8. Print small first! Nothing is more infuriating
than wasting an expensive large substrate by
rendering colours other than how you would
wish to see them. If you run a 4x6” proof at the
outset, you’ll save yourself both headaches and
money.
9. Recalibrate your monitor often... about
once a week. Maintaining accurate calibration unfortunately isn’t a set it and forget it
type of affair.
10. Don’t sweat the inevitable discrepancies.
Yes, there are going to be small differences, despite all your best efforts, in terms of colour
fidelity across mediums. Learn to live with tiny
imperfections and you’ll be a happier photographer! Chances are you’re the only one who is
going to notice.
Dp

NEXT TIME...
Be sure to join us next issue when we will continue to explore the
world of photography in what we hope you will find an informative
and engaging discussion both highlighting what is new and
rediscovering techniques of the past which are still so relevant in
today’s digital realm.
Highlights include:
• Adobe Premiere Pro in review
• How to use reflectors to maximum effect
• Understanding your histogram
• Nikon's N1 series in-depth
• Getting the most out of your travel photography
• Lens Lore – what lens lineup is right for you?
• Macro photography
• More composition techniques
• Great interviews
• Much more!

twitter: twitter.com/DarkroomPro
facebook: facebook.com/DarkroomProMagazine
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